HEALING
PCOS WITH
POSITIVE VIBES
Yoga sequence and positive affirmations to better
health.

by Dr. Susan Lundgren
Quick guide for helping heal your PCOS Naturally
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We all know exercise is one of the keys to health! Exercise gets a
little tricky with PCOS due to the delicate balance of getting the
correct type of exercise while not over doing it. Many women with
PCOS hit the gym hard only to find they don’t lose weight or inches!
This is due to the stress it puts on the body causing an increase in
cortisol, which, in turn, increases insulin. Insulin loves to store fats
and sugars, it is our storage hormone. This is why yoga is one of the
best forms of exercise for PCOS. Light to mild exercise that
increases the heart rate mildly, tones, and strengthens is proven to
be the best exercise style to treat PCOS.
In my practice and in studies by scientists, that probably have
never done yoga in their life, found yoga to be one of the effective
exercises for PCOS. One major study states "Yoga was found to be
more effective than conventional physical exercises in improving
glucose, lipid, and insulin values, including insulin resistance values,
in adolescent girls with PCOS independent of anthropometric
changes.” This just makes me want to strike a pose!

Yoga
In yoga physiology, “apana vayu is the downward flow of energy
that governs the menses as well as the elimination of toxins from the
body.” This is more than wonderful, since the apana vayu in PCOS
has become “stagnant.” Yoga gets it flowing! Many PCOS patients
have irregular menses, skipping months at a time. In Western
Medicine, if a woman who had menstrual cycles stops getting her
period for six or more months this is called “secondary
amenorrhea.” If it is hit or miss with the menstrual cycle, we call it
Oligomenorrhea. In Chinese medicine, it is referred to as "pelvic
stagnation with cold or damp issues, blood stagnation" or "qi
deficiencies or even excess patterns." In other words, the Eastern
world gets a bit more specific. The goal of the following yoga poses
are to stimulate apana vayu, re-invigorate the menstrual cycle.
Poses that stretch and open the hips and lower back facilitate the
flow of apana!

Why Yoga?
Why Music?

Why include music in with yoga?
A yoga practice for healing your PCOS imbalance includes folding
and twisting poses to stimulate circulation, increasing blood flow to
the core organs and pelvic region. While restorative poses induce the
relaxation response and gentle inversions boost thyroid,
hypothalamus and pituitary glands function. Imagine adding in the
power of music with yoga. Now you are boosting the healing on a
molecular/ cellular level while eliminating stagnation plus nourishing
your body and soul. Seriously kicking the healing into gear! Music
combined with yoga focuses on a deep healing beyond what a typical
gym workout especially one that stresses our bodies to their limits
with intense training.

The Amazing power of Music
Music communicates through vibrations, the lyrics in songs, the
memories it holds, and the beauty of the composition. Music poses
the ability to stimulate our brain and cells.
Studies from Harvard, American Psychology Association, and
other Health organizations demonstrate the positive physical and
mental effects of music including lowering heart rate, blood
pressure, and cortisol levels; calming the nervous system; causing a
release of dopamine (our happy neuro chemical); reduction in
anxiety; plus music improves sleep/ insomnia. A Stanford University
study documented an improved self-esteem and mood in depressed
patients after music therapy. If you are not convinced now that
music can heal, read on!
The following are studies proving the amazing effects of music!
The founder of the Tama-Do Academy, Fabien Maman, a musician
and acupuncturist, exhibited the human blood cells respond to sound
frequencies with a healthy change in shape and color. The journal
Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine published a review of
20 studies concluding that brain-wave entrainment with music "is an
effective tool to use on cognitive functioning deficits, stress, pain,
headaches, and premenstrual syndrome.” While, Jeffrey Thompson,
the founder of the Center for Neuroacoustic Research, utilizes
frequencies to target tissues in the body. By playing various
frequencies, sound therapy can give a vibrational massage, all the
way down to your cells. Finding frequencies to elevate the body’s
cells to a super-healing state to rebuild tissue and repair damage is
the goal of Thompson's work.

A Daily Practice to Heal you
down to Your Cells!
Find 10 minutes each day
Play healing music. Youtube has many healing music tracks.
Here is on for PCOS http://bit.ly/2jg1vgx
Begin with a simple
standing pose: feet
together, toes spread
and the crown of your
head stretching up to
the sky while your
fingers stretch down to
the ground

From this standing pose, sit
your hips back and down
into chair pose (utkatasana)
Hold each pose for a few
full breaths.

“'There’s more on sound science than ever before,' says
Leeds. 'We know what is happening molecularly.' In the
future, he says, 'What we think of as sound healing will
be called frequency medicine.'"

Yoga Routine
From Chair pose, Flow into a
standing forward fold
(uttanasana) for a simple
movement that is both
energizing and grounding

Remember to breathe
in & out calmly.

Follow this sequence with
Warrior 2, to continue to
build strength and open
groin and hip muscles.

Yoga Routine
From Warrior, straighten your
leg and lean into triangle pose
Utthita Trikonasana

Step back to forward fold and
repeat the warrior and triangle
pose on the other side.
Move into Child's Pose
via plank or without. Child's
pose rebuilds adrenal /destressing

Twisting poses massage and
nourishes the organs plus
removes pelvic stagnation

Yoga Routine
End with
Legs up the Wall,
Viparita Karani, good for
most everything including
menstrual disorders,
insomnia, and anxiety.

Bonus Pose

Supine heart opening. This is a beautiful pose for opening & releasing.
Play a lovely heart chakra or heart opening meditation in this pose
and say a few affirmations.

Positive Affirmation for PCOS
To add to the healing process, positive affirmations kick things
up a notch! The trick is to create positive affirmations that really
resonate with you. Many fabulous affirmations are out in the world
that work for many people, however, if you do not "feeling" it to a
point that stimulates a little something in you, then it requires
altering. Thoughts are things. Words have power. When you combine
the words with a positive emotion to truly feel what you are saying,
then healing escalates! Pick an affirmation, tweak it till it feels like
something you can envision. (You don't have to fully believe it but if
you can think it is possible and that thought makes you feel good, it
is a winner!)

Louise Hay wrote about the correlation between thought
patterns/ beliefs with the accompanying disease patterns. Hay and
others discovered the connection between blocked creativity and our
reproductive organs. In my course, I address outlets for creative
expression for healing, for now, be sure to explore what this means to
you while saying these affirmations.

Positive Affirmation for PCOS

Ovaries- Represent point of creation. Creativity.
Affirmation- "I am free to express my creative flow."
Insulin imbalances- not enjoying the sweetness of
life.
Affirmation- "Each moment is filled with joy. I
choose to experience the sweetness of today."
Female Problems- Denial of the self or shame of
being feminine/ female.
Affirmation- "I love being a woman and embrace my
femininity. I love my body."
"I release any anger I have towards myself as a
woman and the portrayal of women in society now
and in the past."

Join the newsletter for more PCOS healing
http://eepurl.com/c2rSPz

The Goals of this Booklett
Inspire you to start a mind body practice to heal your body and
mind.
Create an invigorating, but not exhausting, exercise session
that decreases pelvic stagnation and nourishes the body.
Decrease abdominal fat with twisting poses.
Improve metabolism with postures that bring blood to the
thyroid gland.
Stimulating complete digestion and metabolism of foods
Induce the relaxation response to reduce stress and switch us
into parasympathetic mode.
Alter thought patterns to create an atmosphere for healing.
Heal on a cellular level with music.
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Keep in touch with Dr. Susan via her blog https://drsusan.blog
YOU'RE INVITED TO JOIN

Poly-Sisters FB
Group
HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/
GROUPS/POLYSISTERS/

Yoga by

KACEY WAXLER
Kacey Waxler is an international yoga
instructor, writer, reckless dreamer, and
clumsy adventurer. Her fun, dynamic
sequencing inspires folks to show up,
sweat, bliss out, and get a little funky in
the process. Connect with her through
her on Instagram @kaceyjaneen.
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